Black History Month Commission
Open Call

The Brief
God’s House Tower is a truly fascinating and unique heritage site. Despite its colourful history and
prominent location, GHT it is a building without a collection. The heritage is in its walls and in the
diverse and compelling stories of people who have passed through the building and the city
beyond. Stories that blur the lines between fact and fiction, hidden histories and hearsay.
This commission is an opportunity for an artist to delve into these stories and the building’s fluid
and ever-changing history and function. God’s House Tower presents an expanded opportunity for
an artist to explore Southampton’s Old Town heritage and its Black history. The building is the one
constant throughout time and its empty space could also provide an opportunity for an artist to
build an imagined heritage, drawing on fact and fiction at will.
One of our core organisational objectives is to provide support for underrepresented artists and
amplify the voices of people of the global majority. Our hope for this commission is to support a
Black artist to experiment and grow their artistic practice and ambitions.
We recognise that it’s important at this stage to remain open-minded about the structure and
outcome of the commission. One of our favourite things about working with artists is being
surprised and excited by new perspectives, ideas and interpretations of our well-loved sites and
stories.
The Budget
The £3,000 budget will need to cover all the costs of the commission, including artist fees, travel
and expenses. Please note the budget must include VAT.
How to Respond to this Brief
In line with our work to become an anti-racist organisation, God’s House Tower is inviting
responses from Black artists for this opportunity.
Please send an Expression of Interest of no more than 500 words, briefly outlining your practice
and how you feel it relates to God’s House Tower. It would help us understand what it is about this
opportunity that interests you. Please also include an outline of your idea for a new work. This does
not have to be detailed, but please keep descriptions succinct and in clear and accessible language.
A small shortlisting team will look at Expressions of Interest and shortlist two ideas that we will
fund to be developed into a full proposal. Proposals must include a more detailed outline of the
work artists will create and will include a budget and production details.
Shortlisting and Interviewing
We aim to shortlist by 24th January. Two artists will then be informed and asked to develop their
ideas further. Both selected artists will be paid a fee of £250 to do this. Artists are encouraged to

visit God’s House Tower during proposal development stage. Any expenses incurred from your visit
will be reimbursed.
A selection panel will then select the final proposal.
Commission Timeline
• Open Call: 13th December - 24th January
• Deadline for EOIs: 24th January
• Shortlisted artists notified: 27th January
• Proposal development period: 27th January - 20th February
• Deadline for final submission: 20th February
• Final Selection and artist agreement signed: 28th February
• Production Period: 28th February - 28th August
• Deadline for final artwork: 29th August
• Install: 3rd - 5th October
• Exhibition: 7th October - 6th November
What to do Next
Please send your Expressions of Interest and up to 8 jpg images of recent work or a link to your
website to Mia Delve at mia@aspacearts.org.uk by 5pm on 24th January 2022.
If you are sending film, please edit to 3 mins max. If you wish to visit the GHT before submitting an
Expression of Interest or if you have any questions please email Mia Delve at
mia@aspacearts.org.uk or phone the ‘a space’ arts office on 02380 338 778.
Access
As an organisation we actively look to reduce barriers for artists applying for our opportunities and
commissions, and we are committed to being fair, accessible, transparent and inclusive.
We offer a range of access support for artists, including alternative formats for information we
release and submissions we receive as well as an artist access fund; please contact us so that we
can discuss your individual needs and provide appropriate support for your application or project.
Please either email us on enquiries@aspacearts.org.uk or call 023 80 338 778
For more information about this work please visit - aspacearts.org.uk/about-us
About GHT
God’s House Tower (GHT) opened to the public in September 2019 with a dynamic programme of
exhibitions, events and activities. Through inventive and imaginative programming GHT shares and
celebrates its’ own special Southampton story through the permanent exhibition ‘stories behind the
stones.’ Our changing programme of exhibitions and activities create opportunities for artists and
audiences, open up conversations and create access for those facing barriers to heritage and
culture. The programme empowers communities to be creators and develop a lifelong interest in
arts and culture, along with diversifying Southampton’s creative community and creating role
models to inspire a new generation of diverse creative communities in the city.
For more information about GHT please visit - godshousetower.org.uk

About ‘a space’ arts
Established in 2000, by artists for artists, ‘a space’ arts is the visual arts organisation leading on a
range of artist development projects, including the Arches and Tower House studios, God’s House
Tower, the RIPE programme, along with offering a bespoke range of Artist Resources.
Artist development at the heart of all of our projects and we deliver our mission of supporting
visual artists and inspiring audiences in enterprising ways. All of our work and venues including
Victorian railway arches and Medieval monuments supporting delivering our mission. The
organisation is a registered charity and an Arts Council England National Portfolio Organisation.
For more further information and an overview of our work please visit - aspacearts.org.uk
For project specific information please visit - godshousetower.org.uk and ripesouthampton.org.uk
Anti-racism
To further our mission we are taking proactive steps to becoming an anti-racist organisation. We
have pledged to deliver a number of commitments through our Anti-Racism Action Plan over the
next two years along with a series of activities to bring immediate benefits to global majority
artists. We feel this combination of working towards long-term change and immediate action can
make a real difference to Southampton’s global majority visual artists and we plan to continue
working on this dual approach.
For more information about this work please visit - aspacearts.org.uk/about-us
A note on terminology
• We acknowledge language is fluid and evolving and aim to ensure our use of language remains
inclusive and inoffensive.
• As an organisation we have joined the movement to reject the acronym BAME as this statemanufactured term flattens and depoliticises global solidarity between people with a lived
experiences of racism.
• We acknowledge the term ‘people of global majority’ as it is factually true with over 80% of the
world’s population making up the global majority of non-white peoples.

Appendix 1: Short history, current situation, spaces and considerations

Short history
GHT as we know it today was constructed over several hundred years. The oldest part of the
building, previously known as God’s House Gate, was built in 1189 and named due to its proximity
to a nearby God’s House Hospital. The original gate was built to give access to the Platform Quay
and was used to guard from attack by sea.
In 1338 Southampton was raided by the French. With no defensive walls to protect the town,
Southampton was pillaged; The invaders rampaged through the streets setting fire to houses and
pillaging the cellars which stored wine and wool. the townspeople faced the wrath of King Edward
III, who gave orders to enclose Southampton with walls as a defence against further
attack. Strategically positioned to form the southeastern corner, the Tower was built in 1400 to
house gunpowder, cannons and as a lookout point across the Solent. GHT remained an important
defensive structure for the next 300 years.
By the 17th century, With attack from the sea no longer an immediate threat, and with the tower
no longer needed for defence, the building began to fall into disrepair. In 1760 plans for a prison at
God’s House Tower were drawn up. God’s House Gaol was three prisons in one: the Bridewell, the
Felons’ prison and the Debtors’ gaol. The prison was constantly cold and damp as it was built over
the town ditches. Inmates were held in chains and fetters and subjected to hard labour working a
hand cranked mill in the prison yard to produce flour from grain, or picking oakum. The work was
hard, monotonous and unpleasant.

By the Victorian era, the population of the prison as well as the population of the town had soared
and the prisoners were moved from God’s House Gaol in 1855. Part of the building was used as a
temporary mortuary until the Southampton Harbour Board rented the premises in 1876 for use as
a large warehouse.
In the 1960s the building was converted into an archeology museum and brutalist concrete
staircases and parquet floors were added. The museum closed in 2011 and in 2019 GHT reopened as Southampton’s newest arts and heritage venue.

Current situation
God’s House Tower is a landmark building in Southampton - our programme aims to share and
celebrate the city’s heritage through retelling, reframing and reimagining local histories and
celebrating diverse stories and perspectives.
‘a space’ has 7 members of staff of which 4 work across ‘a space’ and God’s House Tower. There
are also 30-40 volunteers. In 2021 we embarked on a number of community-led projects, both
creative and research-based. These newly established groups, their knowledge and ongoingresearch can also act as a resource, providing a unique insight into both known and marginalised
histories.
In the run up to Southampton City of Culture 2025, this commission could be instrumental in
affirming GHT as a critical cultural venue for the city. It is an opportunity for an artist to think big,
take a creative and imaginative leap and make work that connects the past to the present and even
into the future.
Spaces and considerations
Inside the building, we have a number of spaces which can be utilised for the commission. The
main gallery is our largest space. It is fully-accessible, bright and open. It is linked by a small and
crooked corridor to the Crawford Room which has a beautifully restored hammer beamed ceiling.
Unfortunately, this space isn’t fully-accessible, but could be used by an artist-in-residence or as a
testing space. We also have a project space on the 1st floor which is fully-accessible and can
function as a dark space for projection or a climate-controlled collections gallery. There is a Café/
Bar on the ground floor and a small library space.
Outside we have a courtyard and there is access to the roof of the tower, which is part of our
permanent heritage exhibition. In the past, artists have used this space for live art and performance
events. Again, this part of the building unfortunately isn’t fully-accessible.
As a scheduled ancient monument, the fabric of the building is fragile and protected. This will have
to be taken into account by the commissioned artist. There are, however, many ways to get around
this, using hanging systems, temporary, freestanding exhibition displays or projection, among other
solutions.

